E&A Scheer: Master blenders and
worldwide suppliers of bulk Rum

YOUR ADVANTAGES
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Our unique business model provides you with continuity in supply of
your Rum, consistency in quality and more control over the price as

COMPANY PROFILE

compared to sourcing from individual producers.

E&A Scheer was established in 1712 in Amsterdam - The Netherlands -, and has been

We offer a full spectrum of Rums to create any bespoke Rum blend

active in the bulk Rum business ever since. We are an independent company specialized

according to your specifications.

in blending and supplying Rum in bulk to our industrial clients worldwide.

As we are stock keeping, we guarantee short lead times of all

E&A Scheer has two main product lines;

qualities and quantities (MOQ 1.000 liters): orders are ready for

Bespoke Rum blends in bulk which are always reproducible out of Amsterdam

shipment within 7 to 10 working days.

Unique, old, rare and aged Rum in casks out of Liverpool.

You can benefit from our proven and efficient Rum value chain,

Sourcing Rum from over 25 origins, from Central America to the Pacific Islands and from

connecting distillers with bottlers, distributors and brand owners.

the Caribbean to the Islands of East Africa.

We genuinely care about sustainability and have the following

We work with the full spectrum of Rum types, creating Rum blends for sipping and for

certifications: ISO 9001, FSSC 22000, Organic, Fair Trade and

mixing, covering a large range of origins, ages and prices.

Bonsucro.

Light Rum up to very exclusive aged Rums
Bespoke Rum blends
Master blenders with decades of experience
in blending Rum
From start-up brands to global spirits
companies

THE BLENDING TOOL
In order to fully understand the desired
specifications regarding your Rum project, we
developed The Blending Tool. After filling in a
short questionnaire, the Rum blend target is
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formulated. Based on this we create a first set of
samples. You will find The Blending Tool online.
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